Hybrid Classes: Make the most of your face-to-face time

Class time can be limited, but face-to-face isn’t the only way you can teach your students. Let students learn course material online in advance, now they can come to your class armed with the right questions. Host high-impact problem solving sessions on Webex.

1. Balance the content
   Plan what content could be delivered well by watching a video at home, or reading. Keep activities for class.

2. Arm your students
   Make your own Webex recordings and share with the class to watch in advance of the lecture. Share readings and videos too.

3. Teaching time
   Use your virtual class time as a problem solving session, get students off mute to ask questions and whiteboard through problems live.

4. Interactive activities
   Test their comprehension with virtual games. Make competitions to message in the right answer first, or put it on the virtual whiteboard.

5. Feedback
   Watch faces over video to see if everyone’s on track. Pay attention to who’s doing well in interactive games. If people feel stuck, ask them to message you.

PRO TIP
Participation points are great for making class conversation lively, getting the real pulse on students’ learning!

Learning doesn’t have to stop when your class time ends.